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In the 1950s, W. Feller gave a complete characterization of the analytic
structure of one-dimensional diffusion processes [1, 2]. He proved that if
an ordinary differential operator A is an infinitesimal generator of some
contractive nonnegative semigroup, then a domain D(A) consists of func-
tions satisfying integro-differential boundary conditions. Later such
semigroups were called Feller semigroups. Conversely, if D(A) consists of
functions with these nonlocal conditions, then A is an infinitesimal
generator of some Feller semigroup.
An analogous problem for multidimensional diffusion processes in a
domain Q … Rn was studied by A. D. Ventsel’ [3]. He described a general
form of nonlocal conditions, which determine a domain of elliptic operator
being an infinitesimal generator for a Feller semigroup. Such nonlocal
conditions contain the values of a function and its derivatives at each point
x ¥ “Q and an integral of this function over Q¯ with respect to a Borel
measure m(x, dy). The existence of a Feller semigroup for an elliptic
operator with that domain is much more complicated problem. The first
steps in this direction were made by K. Sato and T. Ueno [4]. They
obtained sufficient conditions for existence of a Feller semigroup in so-
called ‘‘transversal’’ case. In this case, roughly speaking, the nonlocal terms
have lower order with respect to boundary operators. It was proved that
existence of a Feller semigroup is equivalent to solvability of some auxiliary
problem on a boundary. Thus sufficient conditions for existence of a Feller
semigroup had implicit form. However later the results of [4] allowed to
obtain different explicit forms of sufficient conditions for transversal case
[5–10]. The most complete theory in this case was developed by K. Taira
[7–9]. He considered arbitrary transversal boundary operators up to the
second order with nonlocal terms having the form of pseudo-differential
operators.
The integral term in boundary condition corresponds to diffusion
process, in which a particle arriving to a boundary can later jump to a
point y ¥ Q. Such problem arises in biophysics. Independently solvability of
elliptic and parabolic integro-differential equations in Sobolev spaces with
local boundary conditions was studied in [11–13]. The integral term in
elliptic operator had a probabilistic sense of jumps from one point of Q to
another one. The above mentioned problems have applications to stochas-
tic control theory [12].
The existence of a Feller semigroup in general case is unsolved problem
(see [8, 14]). For the first time, non-transversal case was studied in [15]
and then in [16–19]. Methods developed there allowed also to obtain some
new results for transversal case.
In this paper we study both transversal and non-transversal cases under
very general assumptions on nonlocal terms. Moreover, unlike [15–19] an
elliptic operator and nonlocal conditions can contain an integro-differential
operator with a singular measure. In transversal case in contrast to [8, 9]
we restrict ourselves to the Neumann problem. However our approach
allows to consider more general integral term, which is not necessarily a
pseudo-differential operator. In particular, a measure m(x, dy) can be
atomic (see Examples 3.1 and 3.2).
The paper consists of five sections. The first two sections contain
auxiliary statements from a semigroup theory and from a theory of elliptic
equations. Sections 3–5 are devoted to sufficient conditions for existence of
Feller semigroups in different cases. The proofs are based on application of
the Hille–Yosida theorem. Therefore we prove a unique solvability of
nonlocal problems for elliptic differential and integro-differential equations
and density of domain for corresponding operator in appropriate subspace
of C(Q¯). In Section 3, we consider an elliptic integro-differential operator
and nonlocal perturbation of the Dirichlet boundary condition (non-
transversal case). It is assumed that the measures in elliptic operator and in
nonlocal conditions are finite. In Section 4, we study an elliptic integro-
differential operator with a singular measure and nonlocal conditions in
non-transversal case. We assume that a measure in nonlocal terms is suffi-
ciently smooth. In Section 5, we consider an elliptic integro-differential
operator with a singular measure and nonlocal perturbations of the
Neumann problem (transversal case).
To prove solvability of nonlocal elliptic problems, in this paper we use
the methods of [20, 21], which are based on a geometrical structure of
nonlocal terms. However, unlike these papers, in the present one we use the
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spaces of continuous functions instead of weighted Sobolev spaces. A
choice of such spaces is connected with a probabilistic sense of the Feller
semigroups (see [1–3]).
1. FELLER SEMIGROUPS AND THEIR INFINITESIMAL
GENERATORS
I. Let X be a closed linear subspace in C(W) containing at least one
nontrivial nonnegative function. Here W=Q¯, “Q, and Q … Rn is a bounded
domain with boundary “Q ¥ C., n \ 2.
Definition 1.1. A linear bounded operator T: XQX is said to be non-
negative if Tf \ 0 for any f ¥X such that f \ 0.
Definition 1.2. A strongly continuous semigroup of operators Tt : XQ
X (t \ 0) is called a Feller semigroup (or contractive nonnegative semi-
group) on X if it satisfies the following conditions:
(a) ||Tt || [ 1 (t \ 0),
(b) Tt : XQX are nonnegative (t \ 0).
Definition 1.3. A linear operator A: D(A) …XQX is called the
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup {Tt} if
Au= lim
tQ 0+0
Ttu−u
t
(u ¥D(A)),
D(A)={u ¥X : the limit (1.1) exists in X}.
(1.1)
We now formulate a version of the Hille–Yosida theorem, which is the
most convenient for us (see Theorem 9.3.1, [7, Chapter 9, Section 9.3]).
Theorem 1.1. 1. Let {Tt}t \ 0 be a Feller semigroup on X, and let
A: D(A) …XQX be its infinitesimal generator. Then we have:
(a) The domain D(A) is everywhere dense in X.
(b) For each l > 0, the operator lI−A has a bounded inverse
(lI−A)−1 : XQX with norm ||(lI−A)−1|| [ 1/l.
(c) For each l > 0, the operator (lI−A)−1 : XQX is nonnegative.
2. Conversely, if A is a linear operator from X into itself satisfying
condition (a) and there is a constant l0 \ 0 such that for all l > l0 conditions
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(b), (c) are satisfied, then A is the infinitesimal generator of some Feller
semigroup {Tt}t \ 0 on X, which is uniquely determined by A.
II. The following result gives the sufficient conditions for existence of
a Feller semigroup.
Lemma 1.1. Let a linear operator G: D(G) …XQ C(Q¯) be closable,
where X is a closed subspace in C(Q¯). Let G: D(G) …XQX be a linear
operator such that G … G. Suppose that G and G satisfy the following condi-
tions:
(a) The domain D(G) is dense in X.
(b) If u ¥D(G) takes a positive maximum at x0 ¥ Q¯, then there is a
point x1 ¥ Q¯ such that u(x1)=u(x0) and Gu(x1) [ 0.
(c) There is a constant l0 \ 0 such that the range R(lI−G) is dense in
C(Q¯) and the range R(lI−G) is dense in X for l > l0.
Then G¯ is the infinitesimal generator of a Feller semigroup on X, which is
uniquely determined by G.
For the proof, see [17, 19].
III. We now formulate the necessary conditions for existence of a
Feller semigroup, which describe a domain of infinitesimal generator. This
domain consists of functions satisfying nonlocal conditions.
Suppose in some neighborhood U of each point x0 ¥ “Q there is defined
an infinitely differentiable, nondegenerate coordinate transformation
xQ t=t(x) such that
(a) U 5 Q={x ¥ U : tn(x) > 0};
(b) U 5 “Q={x ¥ U : tn(x)=0};
(c) ti(x0)=0 (i=1, ..., n);
(d) the functions t1, ..., tn can be extended to C. functions on Rn so
that tn(x)+;n−1i=1 t2i (x) > 0 for x ¥ Q¯0{x0}.
Theorem 1.2. Let {Tt}t \ 0 be a Feller semigroup on X, and let A be its
infinitesimal generator.
Then every function u ¥D(A) 5 C2(Q¯) satisfies at each point x0 ¥ “Q a
nonlocal condition of the form
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Bu(x0)=c(x0) u(x0)+F
Q¯
5u(x0)−u(y)+Cn−1
i=1
“u(x0)
“ti
ti(y)6 m(x0, dy)
−g(x0)
“u(x0)
“tn
+C
n−1
i=1
bi(x0)
“u(x0)
“ti
+o(x0)Au(x0)
− C
n−1
i, j=1
aij(x0)
“2u(x0)
“ti“tj
=0 (x0 ¥ “Q), (1.2)
where:
1. c(x0) \ 0;
2. g(x0) \ 0;
3. o(x0) \ 0;
4. the matrix ||aij(x0)|| is symmetric and nonnegative;
5. m(x0, · ) is a nonnegative Borel measure on Q¯ such that
m(x0, Q¯0U) <.,
F
Q¯ 5 U
5tn(y)+Cn−1
j=1
t2j (y)6 m(x0, dy) <.;
6. if c(x0)=g(x0)=o(x0)=bi(x0)=aij(x0)=0, then
m(x0, Q¯0{x0}) > 0.
For the proof, see [3] or [7, Chapter 9, Section 9.5].
Definition 1.4. Nonlocal boundary condition (1.2) is said to be trans-
versal at a point x0 ¥ “Q if g(x0)+o(x0) > 0.
2. ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS AND
THEIR PERTURBATIONS
I. It is known [7, Chapter 9, Section 9.4, Theorem 9.4.1], that a
generator A of any Feller semigroup has the form of elliptic integro-
differential operator of the second order, possibly with degeneration.
Therefore it is natural to consider an elliptic differential operator with
perturbations having the form of integral operators.
Let Ck+s(Q¯) be a Hölder space of functions with the norm
||u||Ck+s(Q¯)=max
|a| [ k
sup
x ¥ Q¯
|Dau(x)|+max
|b|=k
sup
x, y ¥ Q¯ : x ] y
|Dbu(x)−Dbu(y)|
|x−y|s
,
where k \ 0 is an integer, 0 < s < 1.
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Denote by Ck+s(Q) a set of functions belonging to Ck+s(W¯) for any
domain W … Rn such that W¯ … Q.
We define a Hölder space Ck+s(“Q) using a partition of unity and local
straightening of the boundary.
It is easy to see that Ck+s(Q¯) and Ck+s(“Q) are Banach spaces. The
imbedding operators ofCk+s(Q¯) intoCk(Q¯) and fromCk+s(“Q) intoCk(“Q)
are compact.
We define the unbounded linear operator A0: D(A0) … C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) by
the formula
A0u(x)= C
n
i, j=1
aij(x) uxi xj (x)+C
n
i=1
ai(x) uxi (x)+a(x) u(x) (x ¥ Q) (2.1)
with domain D(A0)={u ¥ C2(Q) 5 C(Q¯) : A0u ¥ C(Q¯)}, where aij, ai, a are
real-valued functions, aij=aji, aij, ai, a ¥ Cs(Q¯).
Let the following condition hold.
2.1. ;ni, j=1 aij(x) ti tj > 0, a(x) [ 0 for all x ¥ Q¯ and 0 ] t ¥ Rn.
We also consider an operator A1 satisfying one of the following condi-
tions:
2.2. A1: C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) is a linear bounded operator such that if u ¥
C(Q¯) takes a positive maximum at a point x0 ¥ Q, then A1u(x0) [ 0.
2.3. There exists r0 > 0 such that for any 0 < r < r0 there are linear
bounded operators A11r : C
s+2+s(Q¯)Q C s+s(Q¯) and A21r : C
s+1+s(Q¯)Q
C s+s(Q¯) such that A1=A
1
1r+A
2
1r and
||A11r u||C s+s(Q¯) [ c1(r) ||u||C s+2+s(Q¯), (2.2)
||A21r u||C s+s(Q¯) [ c2(r) ||u||C s+1+s(Q¯), (2.3)
where s \ 0 is an integer, c1(r), c2(r) > 0, c1(r)Q 0 as rQ 0. Moreover, if a
function u ¥ C s+2+s(Q¯) has a positive maximum at a point x0 ¥ Q, then
A1u(x0) [ 0.
In this paper we consider the linear unbounded operator A=A0+A1 :
D(A) … C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) with domain D(A)=D(A0) 5D(A1).
Example 2.1. A1u(x)=>Q¯ [u(y)−u(x)] c0(x, y) m0(dy), where m0( · )
is a nonnegative Borel measure on Q¯ such that m0(Q¯) <., c0(x, y)((x, y) ¥
Q¯×Q¯) is a nonnegative real function such that it is measurable with
respect to y ¥ Q¯ for any x ¥ Q¯ and c0(x, y) is bounded on Q¯×Q¯. If, in
addition, c0(x, y) is continuous with respect to x ¥ Q¯ uniformly on y ¥ Q¯,
then the integral operator A1 satisfies condition 2.2. If c0( · , y) ¥ C s+s(Q¯)
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for any y ¥ Q¯ and supy ¥ Q¯ ||c0( · , y)||C s+s(Q¯) <., then the operator A1:
C s+s(Q¯)Q C s+s(Q¯) is bounded. Thus condition 2.3 is fulfilled.
Example 2.2. Let A1u(x)=c0(x)(u(w(x))−u(x)), where c0 ¥ C(Q¯) is a
nonnegative real function, w(x) is a continuous transformation mapping Q¯
into itself, then the functional operator A1 satisfies condition 2.2. If, in
addition, c0 ¥ C s+s(Q¯) and wi ¥ C s+s(Q¯) 5 C1(Q¯) (i=1, ..., n), then the
operator A1: C s+s(Q¯)Q C s+s(Q¯) is bounded, where w(x)=(w1(x), ...,
wn(x)). Hence condition 2.3 holds.
Example 2.3 (cf. [8, 11, 12]). Let
A1u(x)=F
Qx
[u(x+z)−u(x)−(Nu(x), z)] c0(x, z) m0(dz),
where Qx={z ¥ Rn : x+z ¥ Q¯}, m0( · ) is a nonnegative Borel measure on
Rn such that
F
|z| < r
|z|2 m0(dz)Q 0 as rQ 0, F
|z| \ r
|z| m0(dz) < c3(r) (r > 0),
( · , · ) is the inner product in Rn, c0(x, z)((x, z) ¥ Q¯×Rn) is a nonnegative
real function such that it is measurable with respect to z ¥ Rn for any x ¥ Q¯,
c0( · , z) ¥ C s+s(Q¯) for any z ¥ Rn and supz ¥ Rn ||c0( · , z)||C s+s(Q¯) <..
We prove that the operator A1 satisfies property 2.3. Define the opera-
tors A11r and A
2
1r by the formulas
A11ru(x)=F
Qx 5 {|z| < r}
[u(x+z)−u(x)−(Nu(x), z)] c0(x, z) m0(dz), (2.4)
A21ru(x)=F
Qx 5 {|z| \ r}
[u(x+z)−u(x)−(Nu(x), z)] c0(x, z) m0(dz), (2.5)
where D(A11r)=D(A
2
1r)=C
s+2+s(Q¯). First we prove property 2.3 for s=0.
Using the Taylor formula twice, we have
A11r u(x)=F
1
0
dh F
Qx 5 {|z| < r}
(Nu(x+hz)−Nu(x), z) c0(x, z) m0(dz)
=F1
0
dh Fh
0
dh − F
Qx 5 {|z| < r}
C
n
i, j=1
“2u
“xi“xj
(x+h −z) zi zj c0(x, z) m0(dz).
From this it follows that
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|A11r u(x
1)−A11r u(x
2)| [ : F1
0
dh Fh
0
dh − F
|z| < r
C
n
i, j=1
5 “2u
“xi“xj
(x1+h −z)
−
“2u
“xi“xj
(x2+h −z)6 zi zj c0(x1, z) m0(dz):+: F1
0
dh Fh
0
dh −
F
|z| < r
C
n
i, j=1
“2u
“xi“xj
(x2+h −z) zi zj(c0(x1, z)−c0(x2, z)) m0(dz):
[ k1{||u||C 2+s(Q¯) sup
z ¥ Rn
||c0( · , z)||C(Q¯) |x1+h −z−x2−h −z|s
+||u||C 2(Q¯) sup
z ¥ Rn
||c0( · , z)||C s(Q¯) |x1−x2|s} F
|z| < r
|z|2 m0(dz)
[ k2(r) |x1−x2|s ||u||C 2+s(Q¯),
where k2(r)Q 0 as rQ 0. In these inequalities we use extension of the
function u( · , z) to some neighborhood of Q in Hölder spaces if one of the
points x1+h −z or x2+h −z doesn’t belong to Q.
Clearly,
|A11ru(x)| [ k3(r) ||u||C 2(Q¯),
where k3(r)Q 0 as rQ 0.
Denote k(x, z)=u(x+z)−u(x)−(Nu(x), z). For x, z such that x, x+z
¥ Q¯, we obtain
|k(x, z)| [ k4 |z| · ||u||C 1(Q¯),
|k(x1, z)−k(x2, z)| [ k5(1+|z|) |x1−x2|s ||u||C 1+s(Q¯).
Hence for any u ¥ C1+s(Q¯)
|A21r u(x
1)−A21r u(x
2)| [ : F
|z| \ r
(k(x1, z)−k(x2, z)) c0(x1, z) m0(dz):
+: F
|z| \ r
k(x2, z)(c0(x1, z)−c0(x2, z)) m0(dz):
[ k6 |x1−x2|s ||u||C 1+s(Q¯) F
|z| \ r
(1+|z|) m0(dz).
From the convergence of the last integral and from a similar estimate for
supx ¥ Q¯ |A
2
1r u(x)| by norm ||u||C 1(Q¯) follows property 2.3 for s=0. If s > 0,
we differentiate the functions A11r u(x) and A
2
1r u(x) and apply the same
arguments.
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II. Now we formulate some auxiliary results.
Lemma 2.1. Let condition 2.1 hold, and let either condition 2.2, or con-
dition 2.3 be fulfilled.
Then the operator A: D(A) … C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) has a closure A¯. If u ¥D(A¯)
and a function u(x) takes a positive maximum at a point x0 ¥ Q, then
A¯u(x0) [ 0.
Proof. Clearly,C s+2+s(Q¯) …D(A) if condition2.2holdsandC s+2+s(Q¯)=
D(A) if condition 2.3 holds. Therefore the domain D(A) is dense in C(Q¯).
From condition 2.2 or 2.3 it follows that if u ¥D(A) has a positive
maximum at the point x0 ¥ Q, then Au(x0) [ 0. Thus Theorem 9.3.3, [7]
implies that the operator A has a closure A¯ in C(Q¯). Moreover, by virtue of
inequality (8), [7, p. 345], if u ¥D(A¯) takes a positive maximum at a point
x0 ¥ Q, then A¯u(x0) [ 0. L
We consider the Dirichlet problem
lg(x)−A0g(x)=0 (x ¥ Q),
g(x)=k(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(2.6)
It is known that for all k ¥ C(“Q) and l \ 0 there is a unique solution
g ¥ C2(Q) 5 C(Q¯) of problem (2.6).
Lemma 2.2. Let condition 2.1 be fulfilled, and let W1, W2 be closed sets
such that W1 … “Q, W2 … Q¯, and W1 5 W2=”. Then there exists a constant
l0=l0(W1, W2) > 1 such that for all l \ l0, and k ¥ {k ¥ C(“Q) :
supp k … W1}
||g||C(W2) [
c1
l
||k||C(W1), (2.7)
where c1=c1(l0) > 0 does not depend on l and k.
For the proof, see [17, 19].
3. BOUNDED PERTURBATIONS OF ELLIPTIC OPERATORS
(NON-TRANSVERSAL CASE)
In this section we consider a second order elliptic differential operator
with a bounded perturbation satisfying condition 2.2. A domain of opera-
tor is given by nonlocal conditions in the non-transversal case. We prove a
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unique solvability of corresponding nonlocal elliptic problem with a
parameter and existence of a Feller semigroup.
I. We consider nonlocal condition (1.2) in the non-transversal case
Bu(x)=c(x) u(x)+F
Q¯
[u(x)−u(y)] m(x, dy)=0 (x ¥ “Q), (3.1)
where c(x) \ 0, m(x, · ) is a nonnegative Borel measure on Q¯.
A closed set spt m(x, · ) given by the formula
spt m(x, · )=Q¯< 0
V ¥ T
{V: m(x, V 5 Q¯)=0}
is called a support of measure m(x, · ), where T is the class of all open sets
in Rn.
Denote CB(Q¯)={u ¥ C(Q¯) : Bu=0}, Nm={x ¥ “Q : m(x, Q¯)=0}, Cm=
“Q0Nm, Cm(W)={u ¥ C(W) : u(x)=0 (x ¥Nm)}, where W=Q¯ or W=“Q.
Suppose that the operator A0 with coefficients aij, ai, a ¥ Cs(Q¯) satisfies
condition 2.1. We also assume that either condition 2.2, or condition 2.3
for the operator A1 holds. Consider the unbounded operators A0B:
D(A0B) … CB(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) and AB: D(AB) … CB(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) given by the
formulas
A0Bu=A0u (u ¥D(A0B)={u ¥ C2(Q) 5 CB(Q¯) : A0u ¥ C(Q¯)}),
AB=A0B+A1, D(AB)=D(A0B) 5D(A1).
Denote c0(x)=c(x)+m(x, Q¯).
We assume that the following conditions are fulfilled:
3.1. c0 ¥ C(“Q).
3.2. c(x)+m(x, Q¯0Cm) > 0 (x ¥ “Q).
Remark 3.1. Condition 3.2 implies that c0(x) > 0 (x ¥ “Q).
By virtue of Remark 3.1, nonlocal condition (3.1) can be written in the
form
u(x)−Lu(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q), (3.2)
where
Lu(x)=
1
c0(x)
F
Q¯
u(y) m(x, dy). (3.3)
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From (3.2) we get
Remark 3.2. CB(Q¯) … Cm(Q¯).
Remark 3.3. Condition 3.1 implies that cm=supx ¥ “Q m(x, Q¯) <..
By virtue of condition 3.2 and Remark 3.3, the measure m(x, · ) satisfies
relations 5 and 6 of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that conditions 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2 hold. Assume also
that either condition 2.2, or condition 2.3 is fulfilled. Let u ¥D(AB), and let
u(x) have a positive maximum at a point x0 ¥ Q¯.
Then there exists such point x1 ¥ Q that u(x1)=u(x0) and ABu(x1) [ 0.
Proof. If x0 ¥ Q, then the statement of Lemma 3.1 follows from
Lemma 2.1. We now suppose that x0 ¥ “Q and u(x0) > u(y) for y ¥ Q. If
m(x0, Q) > 0, this assumption and the inclusion D(AB) … CB(Q¯) imply that
nonlocal condition (3.1) for the function u(x) is violated at a point x0 ¥ “Q.
Therefore we can assume that spt m(x0, · ) … “Q. Then, by virtue of
Remark 3.2, nonlocal condition (3.1) will take the form
c(x0) u(x0)+F
Nm
u(x0) m(x0, dy)=− F
Cm
[u(x0)−u(y)] m(x0, dy).
On the other hand, this equality is impossible, since, by condition 3.2, its
left-hand side is positive and its right-hand side is not positive. This con-
tradiction proves that if x0 ¥ “Q, then there exists x1 ¥ Q such that
u(x0)=u(x1). To complete the proof, it remains again to apply Lemma 2.1.
L
Lemma 3.2. Assume that conditions 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2 hold. Suppose also
that either condition 2.2, or condition 2.3 is fulfilled. Let u ¥D(AB) be a
solution of equation (lI−AB) u=f, where l > 0, f ¥ C(Q¯).
Then
||u||C(Q¯) [
1
l
||f||C(Q¯). (3.4)
Proof. Assume that maxx ¥ Q¯ |u(x) |=u(x0) > 0. Then, by virtue of
Lemma 3.1, there is a point x1 ¥ Q such that u(x1)=u(x0) and
ABu(x1) [ 0. Therefore
||u||C(Q¯)=u(x0)=u(x1)=(ABu(x1)−f(x1))/l [ ||f||C(Q¯)/l. L
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II. In this subsection we reduce a nonlocal problem for a second
order elliptic equation to an operator equation on a boundary. Assuming
that a corresponding operator has a bounded inverse we prove existence of
a Feller semigroup.
Let the following condition hold.
3.3. The operator L maps Cm(Q¯) into Cm(“Q).
Condition 3.3 and Remark 3.3 imply that the operator L: Cm(Q¯)Q
Cm(“Q) is bounded and ||L|| [ 1.
For every k ¥ C(“Q), there exists a unique solution g ¥ C2(Q) 5 C(Q¯) of
problem (2.6), where l > 0. Denote Plk(x)=g(x). By the maximum prin-
ciple, the operator Pl: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(Q¯) is bounded and ||Pl ||=1.
We now consider the bounded operator I−LPl : Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q).
Suppose that the following condition holds.
3.4. There exists l1 > 0 such that for every l > l1 the operator I−LPl
has a bounded inverse (I−LPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q).
Lemma 3.3. Assume that conditions 2.1 and 3.1–3.4 hold.
Then there exists l1 > 0 such that for any l > l1 and f ¥ Cs(Q¯) equation
lu−A0Bu=f has a unique solution u ¥D(A0B).
Proof. The operator equation lu−A0Bu=f is equivalent to the fol-
lowing nonlocal problem for elliptic equation:
lu(x)−A0u(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
u(x)−Lu(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q).
(3.5)
We consider the auxiliary boundary value problem
lv(x)−A0v(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
v(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q),
(3.6)
where l > 0.
By virtue of Theorem 36.I, [22] for any f ¥ Cs(Q¯) there exists a unique
solution v ¥ C2+s(Q¯) of this problem. Denote Glf(x)=v(x) and w=u−v.
Then from (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain
lw(x)−A0w(x)=0 (x ¥ Q),
w(x)−Lw(x)=Lv(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(3.7)
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Condition 3.3 implies that problem (3.7) is equivalent to the operator
equation
k−LPlk=Lv (3.8)
with respect to function k ¥ Cm(“Q), where w=Plk.
By virtue of condition 3.4, equation (3.8) has a unique solution k=
(I−LPl)−1 Lv for any l > l1. Thus equation lu−A0Bu=f has a unique
solution
u=v+Plk=v+Pl(I−LPl)−1 Lv=Glf+Pl(I−LPl)−1 LGlf ¥D(A0B)
(3.9)
for any f ¥ Cs(Q¯). L
Lemma 3.4. Let conditions 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1–3.4 hold.
Then there exists l2 > 0 such that for every l > l2 the operator lI−AB:
D(AB) … C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) has a bounded inverse (lI−AB)−1 : C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯)
and
||(lI−AB)−1|| [
1
l
. (3.10)
Moreover, the operator (lI−AB)−1 : C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) is nonnegative.
Proof. 1. By virtue of Lemma 2.1, there exists a closure A0B:
D(A0B) … C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯). Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 imply that for l > l1 there is
a bounded inverse operator (lI−A0B)−1 : C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) with a norm
||(lI−A0B)−1|| [
1
l
. (3.11)
Clearly,
lI−AB=lI−A0B−A1=(I−A1(lI−A0B)−1)(lI−A0B).
Therefore inequality (3.11) implies that for l > l2=max {l1, 2 ||A1 ||} the
operator lI−AB has a bounded inverse (lI−AB)−1 : C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯).
Inequality (3.10) follows from (3.4).
2. We now prove that for each l > l2 the operator (lI−AB)−1 is
nonnegative. Assume to the contrary that for some f \ 0 a solution of
equation (lI−AB) u=f takes negative values, i.e. minx ¥ Q¯ u(x)=u(x0) < 0.
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Denote v(x)=−u(x). By virtue of Lemma 3.1, there exists a point x1 ¥ Q
such that v(x1)=v(x0) and ABv(x1) [ 0. Thus from the equality
(lI−AB)v=−f we obtain 0 < v(x0)=v(x1)=(ABv(x1)−f(x1))/l [ 0.
This contradiction proves that the operator (lI−AB)−1 is nonnegative. L
Denote by A˜B the restriction of operator AB to a linear subspace of
functions {u ¥D(AB) :ABu ¥ CB(Q¯)} … CB(Q¯).
Lemma 3.5. Let conditions 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1–3.4 hold.
Then the domain D(A˜B) is dense in CB(Q¯).
Proof. 1. Let u ¥ CB(Q¯). Then equality (3.2) implies that u |“Q=Lu.
By virtue of Remark 3.2 and condition 3.4, for any e > 0 and l > l1 there
exists a function u1 ¥ C.(Q¯) 5 Cm(Q¯) such that
||u−u1 ||C(Q¯) <min {e, e/2ql}, (3.12)
where ql=||(I−LPl)−1||.
Hence
||u1−Lu1 ||C(“Q) [ ||u1−u||C(“Q)+||u−Lu||C(“Q)
+||L(u−u1)||C(“Q) <min{2e, e/ql}. (3.13)
Denote f=lu1−A0u1 and k=u1−Lu1. Then the function u1 is a solu-
tion of the problem
lu1(x)−A0u1(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
u1(x)−Lu1(x)=k(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(3.14)
We also consider the nonlocal problem
lu2(x)−A0u2(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
u2(x)−Lu2(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q).
(3.15)
Clearly, f ¥ Cs(Q¯). Therefore from Lemma 3.3 it follows that problem
(3.15) has a unique solution u2 ¥D(A0B).
Denote w1=u1−u2. Then (3.14) and (3.15) imply that
lw1(x)−A0w1(x)=0 (x ¥ Q),
w1(x)−Lw1(x)=k(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(3.16)
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This problem is equivalent to the following operator equation in Cm(“Q)
j−LPlj=k,
where w1=Plj (see the proof of Lemma 3.3).
By condition 3.4, the operator I−LPl : Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q) has a bounded
inverse (I−LPl)−1. Therefore from the maximum principle and from
inequality (3.13) it follows that
||w1 ||C(Q¯) [ ||(I−LPl)−1|| · ||k||C(“Q) < ql
e
ql
=e. (3.17)
2. We now consider the operator equation
(aI−AB) u3=au2. (3.18)
Since u2 ¥ CB(Q¯), by Lemma 3.4, for a > l2 there is a unique solution
u3 ¥D(A˜B) of equation (3.18).
Denote w2=u2−u3. Since A˜B …AB, equation (3.18) implies that
aw2−ABw2=−AB u2. (3.19)
From (3.19) and (3.10) it follows that
||w2 ||C(Q¯) [
1
a
||ABu2 ||C(Q¯).
For a >max {l2, ||ABu2 ||/e}, we have
||w2 ||C(Q¯) < e. (3.20)
Inequalities (3.12), (3.17), and (3.20) imply that
||u−u3 ||C(Q¯) [ ||u−u1 ||C(Q¯)+||u1−u2 ||C(Q¯)+||u2−u3 ||C(Q¯) < 3e. L
From Theorem 1.1 and Lemmas 3.4, 3.5, we obtain
Theorem 3.1. Assume that conditions 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1–3.4 are fulfilled.
Then the operator A˜B: D(A˜B) … CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) is the infinitesimal gener-
ator of a Feller semigroup, which is uniquely determined by A˜B.
In the next two subsections we formulate sufficient conditions for exis-
tence of a bounded inverse operator (I−LPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q).
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III. First we consider conditions relating the values of coefficient
c(x) and measure m(x, Cdm), where C
d
m={x ¥ Q¯ : r(x, Cm) < d}.
Denote cd(x)=c(x)+m(x, Q¯0Cdm).
We assume that the following condition is fulfilled.
3.5. There exists d > 0 such that infx ¥ “Q cd(x) > 0.
Clearly, condition 3.2 follows from condition 3.5.
Remark 3.4. If conditions 3.1 and 3.5 hold, then supx ¥ “Q jd(x) <.,
where jd(x)=m(x, C
d
m)/cd(x). Conversely, if condition 3.1 is fulfilled,
c0(x) > 0 (x ¥ “Q), and supx ¥ “Q jd(x) <. for some d > 0, then
inf
x ¥ “Q
cd(x) > 0.
We introduce operators B1d and B
2
d by the formulas
B1d u(x)=F
C
d
m
u(y) m(x, dy) (x ¥ “Q),
B2d u(x)=F
Q¯0Cdm
u(y) m(x, dy) (x ¥ “Q).
Remark 3.5. Generally speaking, from the condition u ¥ C(Q¯) it does
not follow that B jd u ¥ C(“Q). However Remark 3.3 implies that the opera-
tors B1d , B
2
d : C(Q¯)Q B(“Q) are bounded, where B(“Q) is the space of
bounded functions on “Q with a norm
||f||B(“Q)=sup
x ¥ “Q
|f(x)|.
Lemma 3.6. Let conditions 2.1, 3.1, 3.3, and 3.5 hold.
Then there exists l1 > 1 such that for every l > l1 the operator I−LPl has
a bounded inverse (I−LPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q) and ||(I−LPl)−1|| [ q,
where q > 0 does not depend on l.
Proof. We represent the operator L in the form
L=L1d+L
2
d ,
where
L jd v(x)=
1
c0(x)
B jd v(x) (x ¥ “Q; j=1, 2).
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Clearly, for k ¥ Cm(“Q) we have
||L1dPlk||B(“Q) [ sup
x ¥ “Q
m(x, Cdm)
c0(x)
||Plk||C(Cdm)
[ sup
x ¥ “Q
m(x, Cdm)
cd(x)+m(x, C
d
m)
||k||C(“Q)=c ||k||C(“Q),
where c=supx ¥ “Q(jd(x)/(1+jd(x))) . Remark 3.4 implies that c < 1.
Therefore there is q > 2 such that
||L1dPl || < 1−
2
q
(3.21)
for all l > 0, where q does not depend on l.
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.2, for any d > 0 there exists
l0=l0(d) > 1 such that for all l > l0 and k ¥ Cm(“Q)
||L2dPlk||B(“Q) [ ||Plk||C(Q¯0Cdm) [
c1
l
||k||C(“Q),
where c1=c1(l0) > 0. Thus, for l > l1=max {l0, c1q}, we have
||L2dPl || <
1
q
. (3.22)
By virtue of (3.21), (3.22) and the well-known theorem on the inverse
operator, the operator I−LPl has a bounded inverse (I−LPl)−1:
Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q) for l > l1. Furthermore, ||(I−LPl)−1|| [ q. L
The next theorem follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.6.
Theorem 3.2. Let conditions 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.3, and 3.5 hold.
Then the operator A˜B: D(A˜B) … CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) is the infinitesimal gener-
ator of a Feller semigroup, which is uniquely determined by A˜B.
IV. We now consider sufficient conditions for existence of a bounded
inverse operator (I−LPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q), which are determined by a
geometrical structure of support of nonlocal terms.
We introduce the operators Bi(i=1, 2, 3) and B
j
2d(j=1, 2) by the for-
mulas
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Biv(x)=F
Q¯
v(y) mi(x, dy) (x ¥ “Q; i=1, 2, 3), (3.23)
B12d v(x)=F
C
d
m
v(y) m2(x, dy) (x ¥ “Q), (3.24)
B22d v(x)=F
Q¯0Cdm
v(y) m2(x, dy) (x ¥ “Q), (3.25)
where mi(x, · )(i=1, 2, 3) are nonnegative Borel measures on Q¯, d > 0.
Along with conditions 3.1, 3.2 we assume that there exist nonnegative
Borel measures mi(x, · ) on Q¯ (x ¥ “Q; i=1, 2, 3) such that m(x, · )=
;3i=1mi(x, · ) and the following conditions hold.
3.6. The operators B1, B2, B3 map Cm(Q¯) into Cm(“Q).
3.7. There exists a closed set K …Nm such that spt m1(x, · ) …
Q¯0Ko0 (x ¥ “Q) for some o0 > 0, where Ko0={x ¥ Rn : r(x, K) < o0}.
3.8. For every 0 < o < o0, there exists e=e(o) > 0 such that
spt m1(x, · ) … Q¯e (x ¥ “Q0Ko/2),
where Qe={x ¥ Q : r(x, “Q) > e}.
Remark 3.6. From conditions 3.6 and 3.8 it follows that
m1(x, Q¯) ¥ C(“Q0K). If, in addition, c ¥ C(“Q0K), then by virtue of con-
dition 3.1 ;i=2, 3 mi(x, Q¯) ¥ C(“Q0K).
Remark 3.7. Condition 3.6 and Remark 3.3 imply that the operators
B1, B2, B3 : Cm(Q¯)Q Cm(“Q) and B12d , B22d : Cm(Q¯)Q B(“Q) are bounded
(cf. Remark 3.5).
In addition to conditions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.6–3.8 we assume that the
following conditions hold.
3.9. There exist numbers d0 > 0 and 0 < r < 1/2 such that an operator
L12d0 : Cm(Q¯)Q B(“Q) satisfies the condition ||L
1
2d0 || < r, where L
1
2d0 u(x)=
1
c0(x)
B12d0 u(x).
3.10. The operator B3: Cm(Q¯)Q Cm(“Q) is compact.
We note that, generally speaking, a decomposition m(x, · )=;3i=1 mi(x, · )
satisfying conditions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.6–3.10 is not unique.
Definition 3.1. A linear closed operator A acting from a Banach space
B1 into a Banach space B2 is said to be Fredholm if dimN(A) <.,
codimR(A) <., and R(A) is closed in B2, where N(A) and R(A) are
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the kernel and the range of A, respectively. The number ind A=
dimN(A)− codimR(A) is said to be the index of A.
Lemma 3.7. Let conditions 2.1, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.6–3.10 hold.
Then there exists l1 > 1 such that for every l > l1 the operator I−LPl has
a bounded inverse (I−LPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q).
Proof. 1. Denote
Liv(x)=
1
c0(x)
Bi v(x) (x ¥ “Q; i=1, 2, 3), (3.26)
Lˆ=L1+L2, (3.27)
L j2d u(x)=
1
c0(x)
B j2d v(x) (x ¥ “Q; j=1, 2), (3.28)
where the operators Bi and B
j
2d are given by formulas (3.23)–(3.25).
By virtue of condition 3.8, for every 0 < o < o0 there is e > 0 such that
spt m1(x, .) … Q¯e (x ¥ “Q0Ko/2). (3.29)
We introduce a truncation function te ¥ C˙.(Q) such that
0 [ te(x) [ 1, te(x)=1 (x ¥ Q¯e), te(x)=0 (x ¨ Q¯e/2).
Then, for a given e > 0 and for any d > 0, the operator I−LˆPl can be
written as follows:
I−LˆPl=I−L1(1−te) Pl−L1tePl−L
1
2dPl−L
2
2dPl. (3.30)
We prove that the operator I−LˆPl has a bounded inverse (I−LˆPl)−1 :
Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q).
2. First we estimate the norms of operators L1tePl: Cm(“Q)Q
Cm(“Q) and L12dPl, L22dPl: Cm(“Q)Q B(“Q) (see Remark 3.7). By virtue of
condition 3.6, the operator L2Pl=L
1
2dPl+L
2
2dPl maps Cm(“Q) into itself.
By condition 3.9, there is a number q > 8 such that for each sufficiently
small d > 0
||L12d || <
1
2
−
4
q
.
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Thus
||L12dPl || <
1
2
−
4
q
. (3.31)
We fix such d > 0. According to Lemma 2.2, for each d > 0 there exists
l0=l0(d) > 1 such that for all l > l0 and k ¥ Cm(“Q)
||L22dPlk||B(“Q) [ ||Plk||C(Q¯0Cdm) [
c1
l
||k||C(“Q), (3.32)
and for any e > 0 there is a0=a0(e) > 1 such that for all l > a0 and k ¥
Cm(“Q)
||L1tePlk||C(“Q) [ ||Plk||C(Q¯e/2) [
c2
l
||k||C(“Q). (3.33)
Here c1=c1(l0) > 0 and c2=c2(a0) > 0 do not depend on l and k. Choos-
ing l > d=max{l0, a0, c1q, c2q}, from (3.32) and (3.33) we obtain
||L22dPl || <
1
q
, ||L1tePl || <
1
q
. (3.34)
3. Now we consider the operator I−L1(1−te) Pl: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q).
Let us study the formal Neumann series for this operator
C
.
s=0
(L1(1−te) Pl) s. (3.35)
We estimate the norm of the operator (L1(1−te)Pl) s: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q).
From the definition of L1 and from the maximum principle it follows that
||L1(1−te) Plk||C(“Q) [ ||k||C(“Q) (k ¥ Cm(“Q)).
Clearly, ((1−te) Plk)(x)=0 (x ¥ Q¯e). Hence, by virtue of (3.29), we have
supp L1(1−te) Plk … “Q 5Ko/2.
Let s > 1. Denote kse=(L1(1−te) Pl) s−1 k. It was proved above that
supp kse … “Q 5Ko/2.
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Then from condition 3.7 and Lemma 2.2 it follows that there exists a
number a1=a1(o) > 1 such that for all l > a1 and k ¥ Cm(“Q)
||(L1(1−te) Pl) s k||C(“Q)=||L1(1−te) Plkse ||C(“Q) [ ||Plkse ||C(Q¯0Ko)
[
c3
l
||kse ||C(“Q 5Ko/2)=
c3
l
||kse ||C(“Q)=
c3
l
||(L1(1−te) Pl) s−1 k||C(“Q),
where c3=c3(a1) > 0 does not depend on l, k, and s. Thus we obtain
||(L1(1−te) Pl) s|| [ 1 c3
l
2 s−1 (s > 1).
For l > l1=max {a1, d, c3(q+2)/4 }, this estimate provides the con-
vergence of the Neumann series (3.35). Therefore there is a bounded
inverse operator
(I−L1(1−te) Pl)−1=C
.
s=0
(L1(1−te) Pl) s.
Moreover,
||(I−L1(1−te) Pl)−1|| [ 1+1+C
.
s=2
1 c3
l
2 s−1=2+ c3
l−c3
[ 2+c3;1c3 q+24 −c3 2=2+1 q+24 −12−1= 2qq−2 .
(3.36)
4. We prove that for l > l1 the operator I−LˆPl has a bounded
inverse (I−LˆPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q).
Clearly,
I−LˆPl=[I−L1(1−te) Pl] · [I−(I−L1(1−te) Pl)−1
(L1tePl+L
1
2dPl+L
2
2dPl)]. (3.37)
From (3.31), (3.34), and (3.36) it follows that
||(I−L1(1−te) Pl)−1 (L1tePl+L
1
2dPl+L
2
2dPl)||
<
2q
q−2
1 2
q
+
1
2
−
4
q
2=q−4
q−2
< 1. (3.38)
Hence there exists a bounded inverse operator (I−LˆPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q
Cm(“Q).
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5. Finally, we shall prove that the operator I−LPl also has a
bounded inverse (I−LPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q). Since the operator I−LˆPl
has a bounded inverse and the operator L3Pl is compact, then, by Theorem
16.4, [23], the operator I−LPl is Fredholm and ind(I−LPl)=0.
We prove that dimN(I−LPl)=0. Assume to the contrary that the
equation (I−LPl) k=0 has a nontrivial solution k0. Then the equation
(lI−A0B) u=0 has a nontrivial solution u0=Plk0. This contradicts
Lemma 3.2. Hence dimN(I−LPl)=0. Since the operator I−LPl is
Fredholm and ind(I−LPl)=0, it has a bounded inverse (I−LPl)−1:
Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q). L
From Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.7 we obtain
Theorem 3.3. Let conditions 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.6–3.10 hold.
Then the operator A˜B: D(A˜B) … CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) is the infinitesimal
generator of a Feller semigroup, which is uniquely determined by A˜B.
Remark 3.8. By virtue of (3.36)–(3.38), we have
||(I−LˆPl)−1|| [
2q
q−2
11− q−4
q−2
2−1=q,
where q > 8 does not depend on l (cf. Lemma 3.6).
V. Now we consider examples, for which conditions of Lemmas 3.6
and 3.7 hold.
Example 3.1. Let Q … Rn be a bounded domain with boundary “Q ¥
C.. Let “Q=C1 2 C2 2K, where Ci(i=1, 2) are (n−1)-dimensional
manifolds of class C., open and connected in the topology of “Q. Here K
is a (n−2)-dimensional manifold of class C. for n \ 3, K consists of two
points x1 and x2 if n=2. We introduce nondegenerate transformations
wi(x) of class C1, mapping some neighborhood V1 of manifold C1 onto
wi(V1) so that wi(C1) … Q (i=1, 2). However, generally speaking, wi(K) 5
“Q ]”. Let W … Rn be an open set and W … Q. We introduce a function
c(x, y) (x ¥ “Q, y ¥ W¯) so that c ¥ C(“Q× W¯), c(x, y) \ 0 (x ¥ “Q, y ¥ W¯),
c(x, y)=0 (x ¥ C2, y ¥ W¯). We also define functions bi(x) (x ¥ “Q; i=1, 2)
as follows: bi(x) \ 0 (x ¥ C1), bi ¥ C(C1) and there is a continuous exten-
sion of bi |C1 to C1, bi(x)=0 (x ¥ C2). Generally speaking, bi(x) can have
discontinuities at the points x ¥K.
Let an operator A0, given by (2.1), satisfy condition 2.1, and let an
operator A1 have the form as in Example 2.1.
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We consider the following nonlocal conditions:
u(x)− C
i=1, 2
bi(x) u(wi(x))− F
W
c(x, y) u(y) dy=0 (x ¥ C1),
u(x)=0 (x ¥ C2).
(3.39)
Let the transformations wi(x) satisfy condition
3.11. w1(K) … C2, w2(K) … C2.
For any Borel set G … Q¯, we put
mi(x, G)=bi(x) if x ¥ C1, wi(x) ¥ G (i=1, 2);
mi(x, G)=0 if x ¥ C2 or x ¥ C1, wi(x) ¨ G (i=1, 2);
m3(x, G)=F
G 5 W
c(x, y) dy (x ¥ “Q);
m(x, G)=C
3
i=1
mi(x, G) (x ¥ “Q).
Clearly, m(x, Q¯)=b1(x)+b2(x)+>W c(x, y) dy (x ¥ “Q).
Let the measure m(x, · ) and the function b2(x) satisfy the conditions
3.12. m(x, Q¯) [ 1 (x ¥ “Q), m(x, Q¯) > 0 (x ¥ C1).
3.13. supx ¥ C1 b2(x)=d < 1.
We denote c(x)=1−m(x, Q¯). Then conditions (3.39) will take the form
c(x) u(x)+F
Q¯
[u(x)−u(y)] m(x, dy)=0 (x ¥ “Q). (3.40)
By virtue of condition 3.12, c(x) \ 0 (x ¥ “Q) and Nm=C2, Cm=C1.
We prove that c(x) and m(x, · ) satisfy conditions 3.1, 3.3, and 3.5.
Condition 3.1 follows from the identity c0(x)=c(x)+m(x, Q¯) — 1
(x ¥ “Q). Condition 3.3 is fulfilled due to condition 3.11.
By virtue of condition 3.11, r(w1(C1), C1)=2s > 0. Therefore w1(C1) 5
Cs1=”, i.e. m1(x, Csm)=0. Let 0 < d < s be such that >W 5 Cdm c(x, y) dy
< (1−d)/2. Then condition 3.13 implies that
cd(x)=c(x)+m(x, Q¯0Cdm)=1−m(x, Cdm)=1−m2(x, Cdm)−m3(x, Cdm)
\ 1− sup
x ¥ “Q
b2(x)−max
x ¥ “Q
F
W 5 Cdm
c(x, y) dy > (1−d)/2 (x ¥ “Q).
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Hence condition 3.5 holds. Therefore from Theorem 3.2 it follows that the
operator A˜B: D(A˜B) … CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) is the infinitesimal generator of a
Feller semigroup, where CB(Q¯) is the subspace of functions from C(Q¯)
satisfying nonlocal conditions (3.39) and assumptions 3.11–3.13.
Example 3.2. Let operators A0 and A1 have the form as in Example
3.1. We now consider conditions (3.39) under the following assumptions:
3.14. w1(K) … C1, w2(K) … C2.
3.15. m(x, Q¯)[ 1 (x¥“Q), m(x, Q¯)>0 (x¥C1 0w1(K)), and m(x, Q¯)=0
(x ¥ w1(K)).
3.16. supx ¥ C1 b2(x)=d < 1/2.
We prove that c(x) and m(x, · ) satisfy conditions 3.1 and 3.6–3.10.
Due to condition 3.15, equations (3.39) take form (3.40) and Nm=C2 2
w1(K), Cm=C1 0w1(K). A correctness of condition 3.1 was stated in
Example 3.1. We assumed that wi(C1) … Q. Hence wi(C1) 5 Cm=”.
Therefore, by definition of the measure mi(x, · ), we have mi(x, Cm)=
0 (i=1, 2). On the other hand, the definition of the measure m3(x, · )
implies that m3(x, Cm)=0. Thus m(x, Cm)=0. Hence,
c(x)+m(x, Q¯0Cm)=1−m(x, Cm)=1 > 0 (x ¥ “Q).
Therefore condition 3.2 holds.
Since w2(K) … C2 and m(x, Q¯)=0 (x ¥ w1(K)), condition 3.6 holds.
The inclusions w1(C1) … Q and w1(K) … C1 imply that condition 3.7
holds for o0=r(w1(C1), K)/2. Since w1(C1) … Q, for any o, 0 < o < o0,
we have w1(C1 0Ko/2) … Q. Therefore condition 3.8 is fulfilled for
e=r(w1(C1 0Ko/2), “Q) > 0. Condition 3.9 follows from condition 3.16.
Clearly, condition 3.10 also holds.
Thus from Theorem 3.3 it follows that the operator A˜B: D(A˜B) …
CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) is the infinitesimal generator of a Feller semigroup, where
CB(Q¯) is the subspace of functions from C(Q¯) satisfying nonlocal condi-
tions (3.39) and assumptions 3.14–3.16.
For other examples of nonlocal conditions (3.1), see [15, 17]. We note
that in [15] it was also constructed an example of measure m(x, · ) such
that spt m(x, · ) … “Q, and an operator A˜B is not a generator of a Feller
semigroup.
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4. UNBOUNDED PERTURBATIONS OF ELLIPTIC
OPERATORS IN NON-TRANSVERSAL CASE
In this section we consider a second order elliptic differential operator
with unbounded perturbation satisfying condition 2.3. A domain of opera-
tor is given by nonlocal conditions in the non-transversal case. For this
purpose we suppose that some additional assumptions concerning
smoothness of nonlocal terms hold. First we study solvability of nonlocal
problems for elliptic differential and integro-differential equations in
Hölder spaces. Then we prove density of domain for corresponding elliptic
integro-differential operator in CB(Q¯). Using these results, we obtain suffi-
cient conditions of existence of a Feller semigroup. However, unlike
Section 3, we apply Lemma 1.1 instead of the Hille–Yosida theorem.
I. We consider solvability of nonlocal problems for elliptic differen-
tial equations in Hölder spaces.
Assume that A0 is an elliptic differential operator given by formula (2.1)
with coefficients aij, ai, a ¥ C s+s(Q¯)(i, j=1, ..., n) and A1 is a linear opera-
tor satisfying condition 2.3, where 0 < s < 1, s \ 0 is an integer from
condition 2.3.
Denote Ck+sm (W)=Cm(W) 5 Ck+s(W), where W=Q¯ or W=“Q, k \ 0 is
an integer.
Suppose that there exist nonnegative Borel measures mi(x, · ) on
Q¯ (x ¥ “Q; i=1, 2, 3) such that m(x, · )=;3i=1 mi(x, · ) and the operators
Bi (i=1, 2, 3) and B
j
2d (j=1, 2) defined by formulas (3.23)–(3.25) satisfy
the following conditions.
4.1. c0 ¥ C s+2+s(“Q).
4.2. The operator B1: C
s+2+s
m (Q¯)Q C
s+2+s
m (“Q) is bounded, and the
support of measure m1(x, .) satisfies conditions 3.7 and 3.8.
4.3. There exists d0 > 0 such that for 0 < d < d0 the operators
B12d : C
s+2+s(Cdm)Q C
s+2+s
m (“Q)
and
B22d : C
s+2+s(Q¯0Cdm)Q C s+2+sm (“Q)
are bounded and ||B12d ||s+2+s [ c1(d), ||B22d ||s+2+s [ c2, where c1(d)Q 0 as
dQ 0, c2 > 0 does not depend on d, || · ||s+2+s is the norm of operator acting
in corresponding Hölder spaces.
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4.4. The operator B3: C(Q¯)Q C
s+2+s
m (“Q) is bounded.
Remark 4.1. From conditions 4.2–4.4 it follows that m1(x, Q¯) ¥
C s+2+s(“Q0K), mi(x, Q¯) ¥ C s+2+s(“Q) (i=2, 3), and m2(x, Cm)=0
(x ¥ “Q).
Lemma 4.1. Let conditions 2.1, 3.2, and 4.1–4.4 be fulfilled.
Then for any l > 0 and f ¥ C s+s(Q¯) the equation
(lI−A0B) u=f (4.1)
has a unique solution u ¥D(A0B) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯), i.e. there exists a bounded
inverse operator (lI−A0B)−1: C s+s(Q¯)Q C s+2+s(Q¯).
Proof. 1. Nonlocal condition (3.1) can be written in the form
u(x)−Lu(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q) (4.2)
(see (3.2)).
Thus operator equation (4.1) is equivalent to nonlocal problem
lu(x)−A0 u(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
u(x)−Lu(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q),
(4.3)
where l > 0.
We consider the auxiliary problem
lv(x)−A0v(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
v(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q).
(4.4)
By Theorem 36.I, [22], for any f ¥ C s+s(Q¯) there exists a unique solu-
tion of problem (4.4) v ¥ C s+2+s(Q¯). Let w=u−v. Then (4.3) and (4.4)
imply that
lw(x)−A0w(x)=0 (x ¥ Q),
w(x)−Lw(x)=Lv(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(4.5)
Thus equation (4.1) with respect to a function u ¥ CB(Q¯) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯) is
equivalent to problem (4.5) with respect to a function w ¥ C s+2+sm (Q¯). In
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order to reduce problem (4.5) to a boundary, we use the operator Pl
defined in Section 3.II. By virtue of Theorems 35.II and 35.VI, [22], the
operator Pl: C s+2+s(“Q)Q C s+2+s(Q¯) is bounded. Therefore problem (4.5)
for a function w ¥ C s+2+sm (Q¯) is equivalent to the operator equation
k−LPlk=Lv (4.6)
for a function k ¥ C s+2+sm (“Q), where Plk=w.
2. We prove that the operator I−LPl : C
s+2+s
m (“Q)Q C s+2+sm (“Q) is
Fredholm, and ind(I−LPl)=0.
By virtue of condition 3.8, for every 0 < o < o0 there exists e > 0 such
that
spt m1(x, · ) … Q¯e (x ¥ “Q0Ko/2). (4.7)
We introduce a truncation function te ¥ C˙.(Rn) such that
0 [ te(x) [ 1, te(x)=1 (x ¥ Q¯e), te(x)=0 (x ¨ Q¯e/2).
Then for a given e > 0 and every d > 0 the operator I−LPl can be written
in the form
I−LPl=I−L1(1−te) Pl−L1tePl−L
1
2dPl−L
2
2dPl−L3Pl. (4.8)
Here the operators Li(i=1, 2, 3) and L
j
2d (j=1, 2) are given by (3.26)
and (3.28).
Theorems 35.IV, 35.VI, and 36.IV, [22] imply that the operator Pl:
Cm(“Q)Q C s+2+s(Q¯0C e1m ) is bounded, where e1=min {e/2, d}. Clearly, the
imbedding operator of C s+2+s(“Q) into C(“Q) is compact. Therefore the
operator Pl: C
s+2+s
m (“Q)Q C s+2+s(Q¯0C e1m ) is compact. Hence, by virtue of
Remark 3.1 and conditions 4.1–4.4, the operators L1tePl, L
2
2dPl, L3Pl:
C s+2+sm (“Q)Q C s+2+sm (“Q) are compact.
We now consider the operator L1(1−te) Pl: C
s+2+s
m (“Q)Q C s+2+sm (“Q).
By definition of function te(x), we have (1−te) Plj(x)=0 (x ¥ Q¯e).
Therefore (4.7) implies that
supp L1(1−te) Plj … “Q 5Ko/2. (4.9)
From (3.26) and from the maximum principle it follows that
||L1(1−te) Plj||C(“Q) [ ||j||C(“Q) (j ¥ C s+2+sm (“Q)). (4.10)
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By virtue of (4.9), (4.10) and Theorems 35.IV, 35.VI, and 36.IV, [22], we
have
||PlL1(1−te) Plj||C s+2+s(Q¯0Ko)
[ c0 ||L1(1−te) Plj||C(“Q) [ c0 ||j||C(“Q) (j ¥ C s+2+sm (“Q)),
(4.11)
where c0 > 0 does not depend on j. By condition 3.7, spt m1(x, · ) … Q¯0Ko.
Hence from (4.11) it follows that the operator (L1(1−te) Pl)2:
C s+2+sm (“Q)Q C s+2+sm (“Q) is compact. By virtue of Theorems 15.4, 16.2,
[23] and conditions 4.1, 4.3, for sufficiently small d > 0 the operator
I−L1(1−te) Pl−L
1
2dPl : C
s+2+s
m (“Q)Q C s+2+sm (“Q) is Fredholm, and
ind(I−L1(1−te) Pl−L
1
2dPl)=0.
Since the operators L1tePl, L
2
2dPl, L3Pl : C
s+2+s
m (“Q)Q C s+2+sm (“Q) are
compact, from Theorem 16.4, [23] it follows that the operator I−
LPl : C
s+2+s
m (“Q)Q C s+2+sm (“Q) is Fredholm, and ind(I−LPl)=0.
3. By virtue of Lemma 3.2, the equation (lI−A0B) u=0 has a unique
trivial solution in subspace CB(Q¯) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯). Therefore the equation
(I−LPl) k=0 has a unique trivial solution in subspace C
s+2+s
m (“Q).
Hence dimN(I−LPl)=0. Thus the operator I−LPl has a bounded
inverse (I−LPl)−1: C
s+2+s
m (“Q)Q C s+2+sm (“Q). Clearly, the operator (lI−
A0B)−1=Gl+Pl(I−LPl)−1 LGl: C
s+s
m (Q¯)Q C
s+2+s
m (Q¯) is bounded. L
II. We now prove a theorem on a solvability of a nonlocal problem
for elliptic integro-differential equation in a Hölder space.
Consider the unbounded operator AB: D(AB) … CB(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) given by
ABu=A0u+A1u (u ¥D(AB)={u ¥ C2(Q) 5 CB(Q¯) : A0u+A1u ¥ C(Q¯)}).
Unlike Section 3.I, generally speaking, D(A0B) ]D(AB). However,
D(A0B) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯)=D(AB) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯).
Lemma 4.2. Let conditions 2.1, 2.3, 3.2, and 4.1–4.4 hold.
Then for any l > 0 and f ¥ C s+s(Q¯) the equation
(lI−AB) u=f (4.12)
has a unique solution u ¥ CB(Q¯) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯).
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Proof. By virtue of Lemma 4.1 and condition 2.3, we can write the
operator lI−AB in the form
lI−AB=(I−(A
1
1r+A
2
1r)(lI−A0B)
−1)(lI−A0B).
The operator (lI−A0B)−1: C s+s(Q¯)Q C s+2+s(Q¯) is bounded. For any e >
0, there is r > 0 such that the norm of operator A11r(lI−A0B)
−1: C s+s(Q¯)Q
C s+s(Q¯) is less than e, and the operator A21r(lI−A0B)
−1: C s+s(Q¯)Q
C s+s(Q¯) is compact. Hence, by virtue of Theorems 16.2 and 16.4, [23], the
operator I−(A11r+A
2
1r)(lI−A0B)
−1: C s+s(Q¯)Q C s+s(Q¯) is Fredholm, and
ind(I−(A11r+A
2
1r)(lI−A0B)
−1)=0. From Lemma 3.2 it follows that dim
N(I−(A11r+A
2
1r)(lI−A0B)
−1)=0. Thus there exists a bounded inverse
operator (lI −AB)−1=(lI −A0B)−1 (I−A1(lI −A0B)−1)−1: C s+s(Q¯)Q
C s+2+s(Q¯). L
III. We introduce the operator AB: D(AB) … CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) by the
formula
ABu=ABu (u ¥D(AB)={u ¥D(AB) :ABu ¥ CB(Q¯)}).
In this subsection we prove that a domain D(AB) is dense in CB(Q¯).
Lemma 4.3. Let conditions 2.1, 2.3, 3.2, and 4.1–4.4 hold.
Then the set D(AB) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯) is dense in CB(Q¯).
Proof. 1. Let u ¥ CB(Q¯).
Conditions 4.2, 4.3 and Remark 3.3 imply that the operators B1:
C s+2+sm (Q¯)Q C
s+2+s
m (“Q) and B2: C s+2+s(Q¯)Q C s+2+sm (“Q) can be uniquely
extended to the bounded operators acting from Cm(Q¯) into Cm(“Q) and
from C(Q¯) into Cm(“Q), respectively. We keep the notation B1 and B2
for these extensions. Moreover, the operators B1, B2, and B3 satisfy condi-
tions 3.7–3.10. Therefore, by Lemma 3.7, there exists l1 > 1 such that for
everyl > l1 theoperatorI−LPl hasaboundedinverse(I−LPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q
Cm(“Q).
Therefore, by virtue of Remark 3.2, for any e > 0 and l > l1 there is a
function u1 ¥ C.(Q¯) 5 Cm(Q¯) such that
||u−u1 ||C(Q¯) <min {e, e/2ql}, (4.13)
where ql=||(I−LPl)−1||.
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Hence,
||u1−Lu1 ||C(“Q) [ ||u1−u||C(“Q)+||u−Lu||C(“Q)
+||L(u−u1)||C(“Q) <min {2e, e/ql}.
(4.14)
Denote f=lu1−A0u1 and k=u1−Lu1. Then the function u1 is a
solution of the problem
lu1(x)−A0u1(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
u1(x)−Lu1(x)=k(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(4.15)
We also consider the nonlocal problem
lu2(x)−A0u2(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
u2(x)−Lu2(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q).
(4.16)
Clearly, f ¥ C s+s(Q¯). Therefore from Lemma 4.1 it follows that problem
(4.16) has a unique solution u2 ¥ CB(Q¯) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯).
Denote w1=u1−u2. Then (4.15) and (4.16) imply that
lw1(x)−A0w1(x)=0 (x ¥ Q),
w1(x)−Lw1(x)=k(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(4.17)
This problem is equivalent to the following operator equation in Cm(“Q)
j−LPlj=k,
where w1=Plj.
By virtue of Lemma 3.7, the operator I−LPl has a bounded inverse
(I−LPl)−1: Cm(“Q)Q Cm(“Q) with a norm ql=||(I−LPl)−1||. Therefore
inequality (4.14) implies that
||w1 ||C(Q¯) [ ||(I−LPl)−1|| · ||k||C(“Q) < ql
e
ql
=e. (4.18)
2. We now consider the operator equation
(aI−AB) u3=au2. (4.19)
Since u2 ¥ CB(Q¯) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯), by Lemma 4.2, for a > 0 there is a unique
solution u3 ¥D(AB) 5 C s+2+s(Q¯) of equation (4.19).
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Denote w2=u2−u3. From (4.19) it follows that
aw2−ABw2=−ABu2. (4.20)
Equation (4.20) and inequality (3.4) imply that
||w2 ||C(Q¯) [
1
a
||ABu2 ||C(Q¯). (4.21)
For a > ||ABu2 ||/e, we have
||w2 ||C(Q¯) < e. (4.22)
Inequalities (4.13), (4.18), and (4.22) imply that
||u−u3 ||C(Q¯) [ ||u−u1 ||C(Q¯)+||u1−u2 ||C(Q¯)+||u2−u3 ||C(Q¯) < 3e. L
IV. Now we can prove the existence of a Feller semigroup.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that conditions 2.1, 2.3, 3.2, and 4.1–4.4 hold.
Then the operator AB: D(AB) … CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) is the infinitesimal gener-
ator of a Feller semigroup, which is uniquely determined by AB.
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 4.3 the set D(AB) is dense in CB(Q¯). From
Lemma 4.2 it follows that the range R(lI−AB) is dense in C(Q¯) for l > 0.
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 imply that the range R(lI−AB) is dense in CB(Q¯) for
l > 0. Thus, by virtue of Lemma 1.1 with X=CB(Q¯) and Lemma 3.1, the
operator AB: D(AB) … CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) is the infinitesimal generator of a
Feller semigroup from CB(Q¯) into CB(Q¯), which is uniquely determined
by AB. L
Remark 4.2. Let conditions 2.1, 2.2, 3.2, and 4.1–4.4 hold. Similarly to
Section 3.II denote by A˜B the restriction of operator AB to a linear sub-
space of functions
D(A˜B)={u ¥D(AB) :ABu ¥ CB(Q¯)} … CB(Q¯).
Clearly, AB … A˜B. From the proof of Theorem 4.1 it follows that the
operators lI−AB and lI−AB have bounded inverse operators (lI−
AB)−1: CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯) and (lI−AB)−1: C(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯). Hence the opera-
tor lI−A˜B has a bounded inverse (lI−A˜B)−1 : CB(Q¯)Q CB(Q¯). Therefore,
since CB(Q¯)=R(lI−AB) …R(lI−A˜B)=CB(Q¯), we have AB=A˜B.
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5. TRANSVERSAL CASE
In this section we consider a second order elliptic differential operator
with unbounded perturbation satisfying condition 2.3 for s=0. A domain
of operator is given by nonlocal perturbation of the Neumann condition.
I. We consider nonlocal condition (1.2) in the transversal case
Bu(x)=c(x) u(x)+F
Q¯
[u(x)−u(y)] m(x, dy)−g(x)
“u(x)
“tn
+C
n−1
i=1
bi(x)
“u(x)
“ti
=0 (x ¥ “Q).
(5.1)
Here c, g, bi ¥ C1+s(“Q), c(x) \ 0, g(x) > 0 for x ¥ “Q.
Denote B1u(x)=>Q¯[u(x)−u(y)] m(x, dy).
Assume that the following condition holds.
5.1. There exists r1 > 0 such that for any 0 < r < r1 there are linear
boundedoperatorsB11r : C
2+s(Q¯)Q C1+s(“Q) andB21r : C1+s(Q¯)Q C1+s(“Q)
such that B1=B
1
1r+B
2
1r and
||B11r u||C 1+s(“Q) [ c1(r) ||u||C 2+s(Q¯), (5.2)
||B21r u||C 1+s(“Q) [ c2(r) ||u||C 1+s(Q¯), (5.3)
where c1(r), c2(r) > 0 and c1(r)Q 0 as rQ 0.
Therefore B: C2+s(Q¯)Q C1+s(“Q) is a bounded operator.
Consider the unbounded operators A0B,AB: D(A0B) … C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯)
given by the formulas
A0B u=A0u (u ¥D(A0B)={u ¥ C2+s(Q¯) : Bu=0}),
AB=A0B+A1, D(AB)=D(A0B).
Lemma 5.1. Assume that conditions 2.1 and 2.3 hold. Let u ¥D(AB), and
let u(x) have a positive maximum at a point x0 ¥ Q¯.
Then there exists such point x1 ¥ Q that u(x1)=u(x0) and ABu(x1) [ 0.
Proof. If x0 ¥ Q, then Lemma 5.1 follows from Lemma 2.1. We now
suppose that x0 ¥ “Q and u(x0) > u(y) for y ¥ Q. Then, by virtue of
Theorem 3.IV, [22], “u(x0)/“tn < 0. Hence Bu(x0) > 0. Thus contradic-
tion proves that if x0 ¥ “Q, then there exists x1 ¥ Q such that u(x0)=u(x1).
To complete the proof, it remains again to apply Lemma 2.1. L
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II. We consider the auxiliary nonlocal problem
lu(x)−A0u(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
au(x)+Bu(x)=j(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(5.4)
Lemma 5.2. Let conditions 2.1 and 5.1 be fulfilled. Then for any l > 0,
a \ 0, f ¥ Cs(Q¯), and j ¥ C1+s(“Q) problem (5.4) has a unique solution
u ¥ C2+s(Q¯).
Proof. Denote w=u−Glf and k=j−aBGlf. Clearly problem (5.4) is
equivalent to the problem
lw(x)−A0w(x)=0 (x ¥ Q),
aw(x)+Bw(x)=k(x) (x ¥ “Q),
(5.5)
where k ¥ C1+s(“Q).
Consider the local problem
lv(x)−A0v(x)=0 (x ¥ Q),
av(x)+c(x) v(x)−g(x)
“v(x)
“tn
+C
n−1
i=1
bi(x)
“v(x)
“ti
=k(x) (x ¥ “Q).
(5.6)
By virtue of Theorem 3.2, Sect. 3, Chapter III, [24], for any a \ 0 and
k ¥ C1+s(“Q) there is a unique solution v ¥ C2+s(Q¯) of problem (5.6) for all
l ¥ C, except a countable set of eigenvalues of homogeneous problem (5.6)
and
||v||C 2+s(Q¯) [ k1 ||k||C 1+s(“Q), (5.7)
where k1=k1(l, a) > 0. Lemma 5.1 implies that l > 0 is not an eigenvalue
of homogeneous problem (5.6). Moreover, its solution satisfies inequality
(5.7). Denote v=P˜lk. The operator P˜l: C1+s(“Q)Q C2+s(Q¯) is bounded.
For any 0 < r < r1, there are linear operators B
1
1r and B
2
1r satisfying con-
dition 5.1 such that B1=B
1
1r+B
2
1r . Clearly, problem (5.5) is equivalent to
the following operator equation in the space C1+s(“Q)
t+B11r P˜lt+B
2
1r P˜lt=k, (5.8)
where w=P˜lt.
By virtue of condition 5.1, the operator B11r P˜l: C
1+s(“Q)Q C1+s(“Q)
is bounded and B21r P˜l: C
1+s(“Q)Q C1+s(“Q) is compact. Moreover,
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||B11r P˜l ||1+s Q 0 as rQ 0. Therefore Theorems 16.2, 16.4, [23] imply that
the operator I+B1P˜l=I+B
1
1r P˜l+B
2
1r P˜l is Fredholm and ind(I+B1P˜l)
=0. From Lemma 5.1 we conclude that problem (5.5) has a unique trivial
solution if k=0. Hence operator equation (5.8) has a unique trivial solu-
tion if k=0. Therefore the operator I+B1P˜l has a bounded inverse
(I+B1P˜l)−1: C1+s(“Q)Q C1+s(“Q).
Thus problem (5.4) has a unique solution u=Glf+P˜l(I+B1P˜l)−1
(j−BGlf) ¥ C2+s(Q¯). L
We now consider the problem
lu(x)−Au(x)=f(x) (x ¥ Q),
Bu(x)=0 (x ¥ “Q).
(5.9)
The corresponding operator equation has the form
lu−ABu=f. (5.10)
Lemma 5.3. Let conditions 2.1 and 5.1 be fullfilled, and let condition 2.3
hold for s=0. Then, for any l > 0 and f ¥ Cs(Q¯), equation (5.10) has a
unique solution u ¥ C2+s(Q¯).
Proof. We prove that the operator lI−AB has a bounded inverse
(lI−AB)−1: Cs(Q¯)Q C2+s(Q¯).
By virtue of Lemma 5.2 and condition 2.3,
lI−AB=lI−A0B−A1=(lI−A0B)(I−(lI−A0B)−1 (A
1
1r+A
2
1r)),
where the operators (lI−A0B)−1: Cs(Q¯)Q C2+s(Q¯) and A
2
1r: C
2+s(Q¯)Q
Cs(Q¯) are bounded, the operator A21r: C
2+s(Q¯)Q Cs(Q¯) is compact, and
||A11r ||Q 0 as rQ 0. Hence, Theorems 16.2 and 16.4, [23], imply that the
operator
(I−(lI−A0B)−1 (A
1
1r+A
2
1r)): C
2+s(Q¯)Q Cs(Q¯)
is Fredholm, and the index of this operator equals zero. On the other hand,
by Lemma 5.1, N(lI−AB)={0}. Therefore the operator lI−AB has a
bounded inverse
(lI−AB)−1
=(I−(lI−A0B)−1 (A
1
1r+A
2
1r))
−1 (lI−A0B)−1: Cs(Q¯)Q C2+s(Q¯). L
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III. In order to prove a density of domain D(AB) in C(Q¯), we
formulate some auxiliary results.
By virtue of Corollary to Lemma 4.1, [4], there exists a closure of
operator BPl: C2+s(“Q) … C(“Q)Q C(“Q).
Lemma 5.4. Let condition 2.1 hold, and let l > 0.
Then the operator −BPl: D(BPl) … C(“Q)Q C(“Q) is the infinitesimal
generator of a Feller semigroup if and only if there is a \ 0 such that nonlocal
problem
lu(x)−A0u(x)=0 (x ¥ Q),
au(x)+Bu(x)=j(x) (x ¥ “Q)
(5.11)
has a solution u ¥ C2+s(Q¯) for any j in some dense subset of C(“Q).
For a proof, see Theorem 5.1, [4].
Lemma 5.5. Let conditions 2.1 and 5.1 hold, and let l > 0.
Then the operator −BPl: D(BPl) … C(“Q)Q C(“Q) is the infinitesimal
generator of a Feller semigroup.
A proof follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4.
Lemma 5.6. Let conditions 2.1 and 5.1 hold, and let l > 0.
Then there exists a bounded inverse operator (BPl)−1: C(“Q)Q C(“Q).
Moreover, the operator (BPl)−1 is nonnegative.
A proof follows from Lemma 5.5 of this paper and Lemma 5.1, [4].
Lemma 5.7. Let condition 2.1 hold.
Then for any u ¥ Cs(Q¯) we have
lim
lQ+.
||lGlu+Pl(u|“Q)−u||C(Q¯)=0.
For a proof, see Lemma 5.3, [4].
Lemma 5.8. Let conditions 2.1 and 5.1 hold, and let l > 0.
Then limlQ+. ||(BPl)−1||=0.
A proof follows from Lemma 5.5 of this paper and corollary to Lemma
5.4, [4].
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Lemma 5.9. Let conditions 2.1 and 5.1 hold.
Then the domain D(A0B) is dense in C(Q¯).
Proof. 1. First we note that problem (5.5) for l > 0 and a=0 is
equivalent to the operator equation
BPl g=j, (5.12)
where w=Pl g. Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 5.2, for any j ¥ C1+s(“Q)
there exists a unique solution g ¥ C2+s(“Q) of equation (5.12). Hence the
operator (BPl)−1 maps C1+s(“Q) into C2+s(“Q).
We introduce the operator GlB=Gl−Pl(BPl)−1 BGl. Taking into
account the above mentioned properties of operator (BPl)−1, we obtain
that (BPl)−1 j ¥ C2+s(“Q) if j ¥ C1+s(“Q). Thus the operator GlB maps
Cs(Q¯) into C2+s(Q¯).
Clearly for any f ¥ Cs(Q¯)
BGlBf=BGlf−BPl (BPl)−1 BGlf=0.
On the other hand,
(lI−A0) GlBf=f.
Thus for any f ¥ Cs(Q¯) the equation
(lI−A0B) v=f (5.13)
has a unique solution v=GlBf ¥D(A0B).
2. Now let u ¥ C(Q¯). For any e > 0, there is u1 ¥ C.(Q¯) such
that ||u−u1 ||C(Q¯) < e. From the first part of the proof it follows that
GlBu1 ¥D(A0B). We prove that for every e > 0 there exists l > 0 such that
||u1−lGlBu1 ||C(Q¯) < e.
Since ||Pl ||=1, we have
||lGlBu1−u1 ||C(Q¯)=||lGlu1−lPl (BPl)−1 BGlu1−u1 ||C(Q¯)
[ ||lGlu1+Pl(u1 |“Q)−u1 ||C(Q¯)
+||−l(BPl)−1 BGlu1−u1 |“Q ||C(“Q). (5.14)
By Lemma 5.7, the first summand in right-hand side of (5.14) tends to 0
as lQ+..
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Wenowprove that the second summand tends to 0.Denote z=(aI−A0) u1
and g=u1 |“Q. Then
u1=Gaz+Pa g. (5.15)
From Lemma 4.3, [4] we have
Plg−Pag+(l−a) GlPa g=0. (5.16)
Using the resolvent identity
Gl−Ga+(l−a) GlGa=0 (5.17)
and equalities (5.15), (5.16), we obtain
Glu1=GlGaz+GlPag=
1
l−a
(Gaz−Glz+Pa g−Pl g).
We fix a > 0. Then for l > a, we get
||−l(BPl)−1 BGlu1−u1 |“Q ||C(“Q)
=>− l
l−a
(BPl)−1 B(Gaz−Glz+Pa g−Pl g)−g>
C(“Q)
=>− l
l−a
(BPl)−1 B(Gaz−Glz+Pag)+
l
l−a
g−g>
C(“Q)
[
l
l−a
||(BPl)−1|| (||B(Gaz+Pag)||C(“Q)
+||BGl || · ||z||C(Q¯))+
a
l−a
||g||C(“Q). (5.18)
Since the operator Gl is nonnegative, the operator −BGl is also non-
negative. Therefore from (5.17) we derive
||−BGl ||=||−BGl1||=||−BGa1−(l−a)(−BGl) Ga1|| [ ||−BGa1||. (5.19)
Thus from Lemma 5.8 and inequality (5.19) it follows that the left-hand
side of (5.18) tends to 0 as lQ+.. Hence for every e > 0 there exists l > 0
such that ||u1−lGlBu1 ||C(Q¯) < e, i.e. ||u−lGlBu1 ||C(Q¯) < 2e. L
IV. Now we can prove existence of a Feller semigroup in transversal
case.
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Theorem 5.1. Let conditions 2.1 and 5.1 be fulfilled, and let condition
2.3 hold for s=0.
Then the operator AB: D(AB) … C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) is the infinitesimal gener-
ator of a Feller semigroup, which is uniquely determined by AB.
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 5.9, D(AB)=D(A0B) is dense in C(Q¯).
From Lemma 5.3 it follows that the range R(lI−AB) is dense in C(Q¯) for
l > 0. Therefore Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 1.1 with X=C(Q¯) imply that the
operator AB : D(AB) … C(Q¯)Q C(Q¯) is the infinitesimal generator of a
Feller semigroup from C(Q¯) into itself, which is uniquely determined by
AB. L
V. We now consider an example of operator B1 satisfying condition 5.1.
Example 5.1. B1u(x)=>Qx[u(x+z)−u(x)] s0(x, z) m0(dz), whereQx=
{z ¥ Rn : x+z ¥ Q¯}, m0( · ) is a nonnegative Borel measure on Rn such that
F
|z| < r
|z| m0(dz)Q 0 (rQ 0),
F
|z| \ r
m0(dz) < k1(r) (r > 0),
s0(x, z) ((x, z) ¥ “Q×Rn) is a nonnegative real function such that it is
measurable with respect to z ¥ Rn for any x ¥ “Q, s0( · , z) ¥ C2+s(“Q) for
any z ¥ Rn and supz ¥ R n ||s0( · , z)||C 2+s(“Q) <..
We prove that the operator B1 satisfies property 5.1. Define the opera-
tors B11r and B
2
1r by the formulas
B11r u(x)=F
Qx 5 {|z| < r}
[u(x+z)−u(x)] s0(x, z) m0(dz), (5.20)
B21r u(x)=F
Qx 5 {|z| \ r}
[u(x+z)−u(x)] s0(x, z) m0(dz), (5.21)
where D(B11r)=D(B
2
1r)=C
2+s(Q¯).
First we estimate ||B11r u||C s(“Q) by norm ||u||C 1+s(Q¯). Using the Taylor
formula, we have
B11r u(x)=F
1
0
dh F
Qx 5 {|z| < r}
(Nu(x+hz), z) s0(x, z) m0(dz).
From this it follows that
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|B11r u(x
1)−B11r u(x
2)|
[ : F1
0
dh F
|z| < r
(Nu(x1+hz)−Nu(x2+hz), z) s0(x1, z) m0 (dz):
+: F1
0
dh F
|z| < r
(Nu(x2+hz), z)[s0(x1, z)−s0(x2, z)] m0 (dz):
[ k1(||u||C 1+s(Q¯) sup
z ¥ Rn
||s0( · , z)||C(“Q) |x1+hz−x2−hz|s+||u||C 1(Q¯)
× sup
z ¥ Rn
||s0( · , z)||C s(“Q) |x1−x2|s) F
|z| < r
|z| m0 (dz)
[ k2(r) |x1−x2|s ||u||C 1+s(Q¯),
where k2(r)Q 0 as rQ 0. In these inequalities we use extension of the
function u( · , z) to some neighborhood of Q¯ in Hölder spaces if one of the
points x1+hz or x2+hz doesn’t belong to Q¯.
Clearly, |B11r u(x)| [ k3(r) ||u||C 1(Q¯), where k3(r)Q 0 as rQ 0. Therefore
||B11r u||C s(“Q) [ (k2(r)+k3(r)) ||u||C 1+s(Q¯).
Now we estimate ||B21r u||C s(“Q). For any u ¥ Cs(Q¯) we have
|B21r u(x
1)−B21r u(x
2)|
[ : F
|z| \ r
(u(x1+z)−u(x2+z)−u(x1)+u(x2)) s0(x1, z) m0 (dz):
+: F
|z| \ r
(u(x2+z)−u(x2))(s0(x1, z)−s0(x2, z)) m0 (dz):
[ k4 |x1−x2|s ||u||C s(Q¯) F
|z| \ r
m0 (dz).
From the convergence of the last integral and a similar estimate for
supx ¥ “Q |B
2
1r u(x)| by norm ||u||C(Q¯) follows the inequality
||B21r u||C s(“Q) [ k5(r) ||u||C s(Q¯).
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Differentiating the functions B11r u(x) and B
2
1r u(x) and applying the
same arguments to their derivatives, we obtain property 5.1.
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